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2014 AAMBC AWARD NOMINEE EXPOSES THE COMPLEX MARRIAGES
OF TWO PLUS-SIZE WOMEN IN NEW E-BOOK SERIES
Bronx, New York (July 2014)—With the launching of The Q-Spot with Big Body, her bi-monthly talk radio show on her
very own Big Body Broadcasting BlogTalkRadio network, Michelle “Big Body” Cuttino, has continued her dedication to
bringing more exposure to the African American book industry. Conducting print and radio interviews with
controversial authors and literary greats such as Brenda Jackson, Reshonda Tate Billingsley, Kimberla Lawson Roby,
Noire, Ashley & JaQuavis, Treasure Blue, Joey Pinkney, Dawniel Winningham, Dawn Michelle Hardy, Winter Ramos,
Tamika Newhouse, Elissa Gabrielle, N’Tyse and Erica Mena, to name a few, she has helped promote a subculture of
popular African American fiction that has been underdeveloped for years.
Now with the release of the first installment in her debut eBook series, ME & MRS. JONES – PART I (Big Body
Publishing; On-sale date: July 7, 2014), Cuttino says, “I am looking to expand the market for books written by and
geared towards the plus-size population.” She takes us on an emotional roller coaster ride through the lives of two
married couples and the unique consequences of their unbridled love, disloyalty and obsession.
Brenda Jones is a plus-size beauty with a no-nonsense attitude. After being married to John for over ten years, she yearned
for something new and exciting. Her wish came true when Kevin Baker was hired by her firm. Their harmless flirting soon
developed into a whirlwind affair. Though Brenda is committed to living out her sexual fantasies with Kevin, she would
never allow their fling to jeopardize her financial security with John.
Kim Baker is thick, sexy, naïve and completely enamored with her husband, Kevin. While there is nothing Kim wouldn’t do
to keep their love alive, Kevin behaves as if their union is a sham. His long nights at the office and disparaging remarks
about her weight gain, have left Kim feeling unappreciated and vulnerable. His neglect is the reason Kim welcomed John’s
advances when car trouble led to their blossoming friendship.
Stephanie Brown is Brenda’s new assistant. When she meets Kevin, their chemistry is undeniable. Brenda is unnerved, and
sets a plan in motion to thwart their attraction to the other. Since Brenda is married, Stephanie disregards her interference
and actively pursues Kevin.
Fate brings them all together to teach one important lesson … In the game of love, the things you take for granted, are the
things someone else is silently praying for.
Michelle Cuttino was born and raised in Bronx, New York. She is the author of Love & Happiness and the Me & Mrs. Jones
eBook series. Cuttino is an esteemed book reviewer and columnist for African Americans on the Move Book Club
(AAMBC), Black Literature Magazine and Proud Times Magazine, and once optioned one of her screenplays with Flavor
Unit Films, Inc. She currently heads Big Body Broadcasting, which showcases her BlogTalkRadio Shows, The Q-Spot with
Big Body and The My Big Girl Panties Show, as well as A Different Kind Of Love and Loveology.
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